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chin, the other with black wavy hair standing on end, looked
like a pair of murderous apaches. Said one:
" He has done some shining light boxing in his day, it were
better not to take him on with fists."
Said the other:
" We will get him into the river. . . ."
I felt obliged to intervene.
" There must be no rows, no tragedies ; I count on you to
keep the peace."
To be " counted on " was for them rather disconcerting,
but in the end they promised. I then sought out the anarchist,
and told him (kindly I thought) that his manner was too auto-
cratic. He answered angrily that mine was too imperious.
A letter sent on the next Tampico train got him recalled. The
unhappy Swede went with him. A tired Canadian took his
place.
Hardly had the anarchist left us (he was the seventh child of
a seventh child—I wonder if he cursed us ?) than all the camp
got ill. Dick got a bloodshot suppurating eye, the Canadian
developed a malarial temperature of 104°, and I was confined
to my bed with some mysterious nettlerash that nothing could
alleviate. I suffered as if I had been scalded. A cradle of
wattles protected me frbm the intolerable touch of the sheets.
At intervals I dragged myself to the river and plunged in for
temporary relief.
The Canadian, whose life seemed at one time in danger, lay
gasping for air and praying for ice. Dick wore a bandage
that made him one-eyed.
A doctor came twenty kilometres on mule-back. He
doctored us all without any effect, stayed the night and got
hopelessly drunk.
The nights meanwhile became suddenly tempestuous. The
land was lit up by lightning flashes that lasted sometimes a
minute at a time. The thunder was stupendous, re-echoing
among the mountains and followed by death-like lulls. Then
with dramatic suddenness, an earth-shaking crash, as if God
in a temper had slammed His door. The river became opaque
and every night it rose another foot.
After days and nights of pain and sleeplessness my mind

